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ABSTRACT: -  

In the history of the world, globally struggling for survival of life in the human being due 

to the COVID-19, viral diseases. It is the disease caused by a new corona virus called 

SARS-CoV-2.  WHO first learned of this new virus on 31 December 2019, following a 

report of a cluster of cases of ‘viral pneumonia’ in Wuhan, People’s Republic of China. 

The pandemic COVID-19 arrested the entire human activities around world. Especially 

decline of economic (Bachman D. 2020) development, depletion of employment, lose of 

educational development and resistance of people enjoyment and big lose human being 

death from young child to adult all over the country. Here I analyzed COVID-19 how 

make the undesirable and desirable behavior of the peoples day to life in the world. 

Whereas here I enlighten to negative and positive impact of Economic development, 

Employment opportunity, Educational development, Enjoyment and life style peoples. 
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INTRODUCTION:- 

Today every country entered to find out the medicine for covid-19 virus disease. 

Corona viruses are zoonotic, meaning they are transmitted between animals and people. 

Several known coronaviruses are circulating in animals that have not yet infected humans. 

This new strain of conoravirus has been officially referred to as the novel corona 

virus (2019-nCoV).We have to analyze how and where the tedious virus originated. Why 

this virus spread over the air and it follows only human being. This virus not affects 

animals but mostly affected peoples in all ages. What is the reason only affect the human 

being?   So I think some relationships are there in the human being. We are noticed this 

virus origin from animals so this virus have animals genetic characters, that is why it not 

affect the animals. For that I concluded the covid-19 virus body contains a peculiar genetic 

substance which spread over the air only in the human being. Here I presented the impact 

covid-19 virus economic, employment, education, enjoyment and life style, 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:- 

The present research study focused on the following objectives.  

1. To enlighten negative and positive impacts of covid-19 in the economic. 

2. To explore negative and positive of impacts covid-19 in the employment 

3. To analyze negative and positive impacts of covid-19 in the education  

4. To highlightnegative and positive impacts of covid-19 in the enjoyment.   

5. To evaluatenegative and positive impacts of covid-19 in the life styles. 

http://www.ijmra.us/
http://www.ijmra.us/
https://www.coursera.org/learn/international-humanitarian-law
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METHODOLOGY:- 

 Data and information presented for this study, researcherprepared own 

questionnaire and data are collected based on the economic, employment, education, 

enjoyment and life style during covid-19 pandemic worldwide. I have interacted and 

gathered information through electronic media, webinar and conference on economic 

experts, companies, industries, employees, schools, colleges, universities and worldwide 

peoples of rural and urban areas. Data also collected from international journals, 

educational research organization worldwide. Further the data also collected from daily 

covid-19 status news report world over media. The data analyzed and interpreted statistical 

content validity relating to impact of covid-19 on economics, employment, education, 

enjoyment and life style are referred. 

CONTROL MEASURE OF THE COUNTRIES:- 

 When the covid-19 start to spread over the air all of the countries amended the 

lockdown due to stopped and closed all the transport such as airport, ships and buses etc. 

The world health organization (WHO may, 20.2020) enforced the following preventive 

measure every day stage by stage. The WHO ensures following prevention activities: - 

social distancing, wearing face mask and washing hand with soap or sanitizer. Further 

WHO also instructed to avoiding of travel, gathering groups and conference like many 

restriction every day all over the world. The media also every day telecasting covid-19 

virus (Horowit, J.2020) defect of the peoples age wise and sex wise in every countries the 

major head news. Whereas here I observed and studied how covid-19 virus changed the 

peoples life in that critical periods.  

1. NEGATIVE IMPACT ON ECNOMIC SECTOR:-  

 The economic impact of pandemic covid-19 virus is very disturbing. Economies of 

about hundreds of countries have been destroyed out of which some of them have asked 

for monetary help from IMF. Businesses across the world namely hospitality, 

entertainment, aviation etc have seen a major negative impact. Various sports events such 

as Indian Premier League (IPL) and Olympics have been postponed. Schools and colleges 

have been closed. The virus has also disrupted the functioning of various online giants 

such as Amazon. Countries such as USA, Italy and Spain are suffering the most since their 

death toll is very high. There is a big shift in the world economic market and the share 

market has witnessed crashes day by day. Factories, Restaurants, Pubs, Markets, Flights, 

Super Markets, Malls, Universities and Colleges etc. were shut down. Fear of corona virus 

has limited the movement of the individuals. People were not even going to buy the daily 

essentials and these all were somewhere impacting the economy of the world as a whole. 

The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) reveals that they 

have cut their expectation for global growth to 2.4% from2.9%, and warns thatitcouldfall 

also was 1.5%. 

        On 30 January 2020, the Director-general of the World Health Organization (WHO) 

declared the outbreak of covid-19 to be a Public Health Emergency of international 

concern and issued a set of Temporary Recommendation so for all countries announced 

lockdown but it may continue till discover of the medicine. At the same time all industries 

also got lockdown. So the production was stopped but need increased. Mainly the daily 

labor suffered for food it lead to like no work no pay, in this time government, non-

government organization and some political parties provided food substance and other 

basic needs. In this critical situation the world economic got decline. 

2. POSITIVE IMPACT ON ECNOMIC SECTOR: - 

During the lockdown periods peoples spend much of time in their home. Due to restricted 

lockdown periods the peoples used less expense for foods and basic needs. So wastages are 

much reduced. All goods are come in to their home it leads to saving attitude of the 

http://www.ijmra.us/
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peoples mind. The peoples spend only for the food items so that is the reason falling 

economic compensated. While the lockdown of the industries pollution mostly reduced and 

the food crops production was increased. The covid-19 pandemic virus was affected only 

the human being and not affect nature including flora and fauna. These times the family 

members spend much of time in their home it leads to family honor and understanding of 

each others. 

3. NEGATIVE IMPACT OF EMPLOYMENT:- 

Due to covid-19 pandemic lockdown periods all the industries and companies were closed 

so unemployment increased worldwide for that peoples return to their hometown. When 

the people to their hometown they suffered lot because without money, food and 

transports. Many of the peoples started return hometown by thousands kilometer by walk 

in this times many people’s also died due to without food and unsupported their body 

conditions. Over 4 Million Young Indians Have Lost Jobs Due To Covid-19 Impact, Says 

ILO-ADB Report PTI @PTI_News Bookmark August 18 2020, 6:21 PM August 18 2020, 

8:08 PM As many as 41 lakh youth in India lost jobs due to the Covid-19 pandemic with 

most job losses in the construction and farm sector, according to a joint report by the 

International Labour Organization and the Asian Development Bank. 

4. POSITIVE IMPACT OF EMPLOYMENT:- 

 During the covid-19 pandemic lockdown periods only closed industries and 

companies but the agriculture industries not closed. So the peoples returned to agriculture 

filed that is why during the lockdown periods foods and vegetables supplied from 

agriculture fields. Most of the peoples return to self employed through agriculture. In the 

critical periods peoples thinking involved how to protect against from covi-19 pandemic in 

the result of strengthening the immune system against covid-19 through agricultural 

innovations. The WHO also instructed the people could take healthy food in the quarantine 

periods which is protect from covid-19 virus. The pandemic virus expressed all over the 

world importance of the agriculture. 

5. NEGATIVE IMPACT OF EDUCATION:- 

 The formal educational system totally affected due to covid-19 pandemic lack 

down worldwide. Schools, colleges, universities and other research institutions were closed 

in this terrific period. In this time private schools, colleges and universities entered in to 

conducting online classes and collected fees. Many of the private schools started online 

from primary classes onwards. Wealthy students learning continuously eight hours sitting 

in the same place it leads to mentally and physically affected in their . Whereas most of the 

government schools students’ coming from very poor family, they do not have such 

specialties in their home. So they even could not able to listen television lesson which is 

conducted by government. During the post covid-19 most of the government schools 

students entered into private industries it was leaded the child labor.  

6. POSITIVE IMPACT OF EDUCATION:- 

  The students learned much of technology utilization during the covid-19 

pandemic lockdown periods. At the same time own thinking power well developed. The 

ability of finding solutions for the problems and with subjects oriented. Students can taken 

the own time for study the subject books. There is no compulsion, no time schedule no 

time periods for their study. There is no exam and no result and promoted next classes so 

the students enjoyed in this lockdown periods. While the students were escaped from 

carrying book bags. Most of the students developed general knowledge from listening 

daily news and reading newspapers. The students’ health is well improved due to without 

packed food. Most of the schools, colleges and universities started online teaching this was 

proved the Ivan Illich’ deschooling society (Gintis, H. 1972) Our world dramatically 

changed in 2020, highlighting the growing need to incorporate social and emotional 

http://www.ijmra.us/
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learning(SEL) in school. The Covid-19 pandemic has changed not only how people spend 

time, but with whom they spend it. Partnered people may be spending more time with a 

spouse or cohabiter while singles spend more time alone. This column investigates how 

these changes in time allocation might affect individual feelings of wellbeing.  During 

covid-19 lockdown periods peoples were improved their knowledge through reading 

various books.    

7. NEGATIVE IMPACT OF ENJOYMENT:-  

 When the lockdown periods all the entertainment places were closed, such as parks, 

cinema theatres, and tourist places, shopping mall, daily markets and also restricted public 

places. Gym and other physical training centre were closed and also banned walking on the 

public places. So for the peoples mentally and physically suffered. When they go out 

should use mask, social distance and every now and then hand wash with sanitizer for this 

situation firstly not like to adopt. Local temples, shops were closed. Everywhere warning 

board and police protection and announced against the covid-19 virus disease.  every 

where all over the all countries. Public meeting, group meeting, temple prayer, religious 

meeting, festival  a celebrations, wedding, birthday and also funeral That the critical time 

some peoples not allowed burial ground to covid-19 affected dead body. Thousands of 

dead bodies buried at same burial ground some countries on the world and while the crisis 

could take an emotional toll on unmarried individuals forced to spend more time alone. 

8. POSITIVE IMPACT OF ENJOYMENT:-  

 

 

9. NEGATIVE IMPACT OF LIFE STYLE OF THE PEOPLES:- 

During the pandemic covid-19, virus changed overall human life styles. The peoples not 

allowed to outside of their home and public places it leads to physical mental stress and 

strain. The family problems raised within husband and wife and with children’s due to 

various complicity. Sexual abuse occurred. Various countries and drug abuse raised among 

youngsters. When the pandemic periods food systems mostly changed it leads body illness. 

Most of the peoples continuously watched television serial, android cell phones it all are 

leads to physical defect. That is physical and mental tension increased. 

10. POSITIVE IMPACT OF LIFE STYLE OF THE PEOPLES:-  

 When the world wide pandemic lockdown peoples mostly enjoyed with their 

family members, husbands and wife shared with their household works. Everyone tried to 

learn something new over the online. Many people conducted web conferences and many 

of the peoples attended online seminars, webinar as per their level. Some of the person 

tried to find medicine for covid-19. During these periods peoples came back to natural 

food, ancient life styles. They also used to traditional games and they spend much time in 

their family. The educated peoples involved wringing article, stories, finding answer for 

puzzles and also increased reading skills are increased. They also avoid grand celebrations 

of the festival and any other functions so they were saved their money, family and relatives 

due to pandemic lockdown.    There is not a single student in this country that is to blame 

for COVID-19, [yet] we know the impact is harming students in disproportionate ways.” 

       

Error! No text of specified style in document.FIG-1 THE INTER RELATIONSHIP 

BETWEEN ECNOMIC, EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION, ENJOYTMENT AND LIFE 

STYLE DUE TO NEAGATIVE AND POSITIVE IMPACT OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

VIRUS   
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Above figure showing the negative and positive impact of covid-19 pandemic virus among 

economy, employment, education, enjoyment and life style. 

SUGGESTION: 

1. We have to develop peoples’ resistance power against the covid-19 pandemic virus worldwide 

               for the we have to produce   agricultural products and medicines  against the covid-19 pandemic  

2.  WHO should collect the data about health and environment sanitation all the countries and 

               It should be displayed for all in the public. 

World countries should be analyzing their economic status and assured to every man live.   

3.  The employment opportunity everyone for their minimum needs. 

4. The countries should be ensure the  alternative education system and it maintain reached all 

 the peoples during the covid-19 pandemic lockdown periods. 

5. The countries should assess the peoples enjoyment and their life style because indicate  

               leads to Good health and in their healthy nation. 

 

     CONCLUSION:- 

The covid-19 pandemic virus has much affected the human being. The economic sector, 

employment sector, 

Education sector, people’s enjoyment and life style also much affected. However up to 

December  

2020-12-20 the human death is crossed one crore.Though it has created many Challenges,  

Various opportunities are also evolved globe. Here I analysed and presented the negative 

impact covid-19 on decline of economy, employment, education, enjoyment and life style. At 

the same 
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time positive impact of covid-19 on the development technology in the education sector 

around the  

World. The COVID-19 pandemic has had a profound effect on this fall and winter, and it's 

made one 

 thing clear: Students need teachers, not computers, to assess their early reading skills. 

protected the nature during the pandemic lockdown, while Peoples should Follow the WHO 

recommendations and  practice live with nature. 
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